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Vandalizing the Kauke arch
I v.l
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Attempts to fill Kauke arch left $12,000
Chris Brubaker
Staff Writer
It is a Wooster tradition that stu-
dents try to fill the Kauke arch with
snow every year in hopes that
classes will be cancelled the next
day. Last Thursday night, students
again tried to fill the arch. The event
is usually about harmless fun, but
this year several students took ex-
tra measures to block the plows,
"Transformation: The po-
etry ofAnne Sexton," senior I.S.
project by Cheryl Farney will be
performed in Shoolroy theatre to--
day at 8: 15pm, Saturday at 2 p.m.
and Sunday at 8:15 p.m., tickets
required.
Comedian Rich Ramirez
will be in the Underground to-
night at 10 p.m., cost is $.50
photo by Amelia Kays
in damage and lots of irritation.
resulting in over $12,000 in dam-
ages.
One anonymous participant said
"we were trying to have fun, you
know, have school spirit." Another
anonymous student also said she
was also "just trying to have fun."
However, fun turned to vandalism
when benches, bike racks and even
a movable goal post were placed in
the snow inside the arch.
"Strictly Ballroom"
will show in Mateer on Fri-
day at 7:30 p.m.
The Jazz Ensemble Concert
with saxophonist Greg Abate will
be in McGaw on Friday at 8: 15 p.m.
A Guest Recital by Noel Lester
on piano will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Scheide on Saturday.
"The Chris M. Project," a
According to one anonymous
participant, two male students be-
gan putting benches and bike racks
in the snow to "surprise the plows."
Several other students followed
suit, reinforcing the barrier with
"benches . . . ripped off their foun-
dations from around campus, class-
room chairs ... and even a
able goal post from the back of the
stadium all for the purpose of
embedding those items in the snow
to make it harder to remove like
rebar in concrete" Robert Walton,
Vice President for Finance and
Business said.
One anonymous student said "we
were just trying to find as much
stuff outside to put in the arch as
possible," but that "we knew
classes were not going to be can-
celled ... it was more just to have
fun." Indeed, the notion that classes
will be cancelled is a "great myth,"
according to Walton. "Classes,
filled arch or not, will go on as
originally planned that is the
policy," he said.
However, in a further complica-
tion, not only was the arch blocked,
but so was access to the grounds
crew's work area and their equip-
ment at the stadium, all in a pur-
ported attempt to stop the arch from
being cleared. According to
Walton, "the grounds crew garage
area was blocked by mounds of
snow and large boxes of new, yet
to be installed, athletic bleacher
seats. The damage to benches and
the ruined bent athletic bleacher
seats, excluding the costs of the la-
bor of the grounds crew, is more
than $12,000.... Some benches
were ruined and will have to be re-
ordered, and the athletic seating...
will now have to be replaced, which
will take several months and prob-
ably result in no seating for certain
please see VANDALISM,
page 2
Senior I.S. acting recital by Chris
Matsos, will be in Shoolroy at 8:15
p.m. Saturday and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
This year's Winter Gala will
be in Lowry Ballroom with bands
Blue Lunch and Speak Easy Swing
from 9 p.m. -- 1 a.m.
News
Political perspectives
Responses to the Austrian upheaval
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
Some College of Wooster stu-
dents may not be aware of the re-
cent political turnover in Austria,
and some may simplistically chalk
it up to the activities of "Nazis."
Others - such as Austrian citizen
and Ger-
man lan- -
assistant "To say 'They 're gonna do it again '
Barbara makes no sense whatsoever," Figge
Goschi, said. "That's a knee-ierl-c reaction."
head of
the Ger-
man department Richard Figge and
former exchange student Eric
Flowers '01- - are much more in-
volved in the situation.
On Oct. 3 last year, the far-rig- ht
Freedom Party took 27 percent of
the Austrian parliamentary vote.
The results, five percent higher than
those of the last parliamentary elec
Correction
In last week's issue, it was incorrectly reported that each of the 31
defendants in the lawsuit filed by Christopher Babis had been sued for
$50,000. However, the actual request was for a total of $50,000 from
all the defendants combined.
The Voice received the incorrect information from two independent
sources and fully believed it to be accurate. The Voice apologizes for
the mistake and for any confusion that it might have caused.
This Week
Viewpoints
Our mailbox is full.
WCWS and the women of Woo fight back,
pages 4 and 5
Features
The Bissman Wrestling Federation.
A new take on a long Wooster night,
page 6
Java Well Coffee House
I will be in Mackey Hall on Sat- -
urday from 9:30 p.m. to 1 ajn
Robert Hunter of Earlham Col-
lege will speak about "What's love
got to do with it? The problem of
Religious Sentiments Without
Concrete Actions" in Lean Lecture
Hall at 1:15 p.m. on Tuesday.
ACS will be doing training on
Feature
tion and the best since the parly's
1945 founding, made the Freedom
Party a major player on the Aus-
trian political scene and made con-
troversial party leader Jocrg Haider
the most successf ul far-rig- ht leader
in Burope.
Last Friday the process set in
motion
b the1
Aus-
trian
pari la-
me n --
t a r v
election
came to an end. and a right-win- g
ruling coalition formed of Haider's
Freedom Party and the center-ngh- t
- and previously politically pow-
erful - People's Party formally
came to power. The coalition makes
please see AUSTRIA,
page 3
In the Voice:
Arts & Enti.kiainmknt
I.S. Productions rock Shoolroy.
Malsos and Famey can't be missed,
page 8
Sports
Basketball.
4 in the nation. Need we say more-- 7
page 12
creating web pages with HTML I
in Taylor 209 at 4 p.m. on Tuesday.
Author, Investigative Re-
porter, and Filmmaker Steven
Emerson will speak as a guest for
the Great Lecture Series on
"Confronting International
Terrorism" on Tuesday in Gault
Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m
COMPII.KD BY HaNNAI.OKI BaTKS
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Campus Council Beat
This to be
Hickey 's lastyear
on the board
The decision was made last
week to end Director of Libraries
Damon Hickey's stint on Campus
Council. Hickey is currently in his
eighth year on the committee,
which, according to Council Chair
Jen Sorrells '02, hss been "longer
man Council memorandum al
lows."
After Represenrative-at-Larg- e
Courtney White '01 introduced
the issue last semester. Chair of
the Committee on Committees
and Professor of Chemistry Dr.
Richard Bromund agreed that
Hickey would serve out this year
on the Council and then be ap
pointed Jto a new committee next
According to Sorrells, Hickey s
extended Council stint stems from
a special Council request made a
few years ago that "Damon be al
lowed to remain on for an ex
tended period of time."
In other Council business, is
sues of changes to the Scot 's Key
a!chol policy. Student.Teleph.one
Services and Cajnpus -- Parking
were all briefly introduced and
then postponed.
Naomi Krksul, News Editor
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viewed for vandalism, ' Walton
were
aware of any attempts to block the
grounds crew from getting to their
equipment.
Though it is never fun to work in
a snow-fille- d stone arch at 3:30
a.m. in sub-zer- o temperatures, the
grounds crew doesn't usually com-
plain about clearing the arch while
other jobs, such as clearing walk-
ways, have to wait.
Walton called attempts to fill the
arch in the past "a harmless prank,
and a tradition" that "in a way is
one of the grounds crew's connec-
tions to the students. ...But the tra-
dition is to fill the arch with snow,
just snow, and not to engage in the
Douglass series continues with Bernard Palicki
Molly Moreland
Staff Writer
The Douglass Science and Hu-
manities Program presented the
second installment of their Presi-
dential candidate speaking series
this past Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m.
The series focused on third party
presidential candidates and on
Tuesday featured Bernard Palicki,
who is running for president as an
Independent. Palicki is originally
from Toledo and was excited about
speaking at Wooster because of its
"fantastic academic reputation."
Born in 1930, Palicki was the
ninth of 10 children and called him-
self "a product of the Great Depres-
sion." Palicki was in the Air Force
and eventually became an electri-
cal engineer.
During his presentation, "Sci-
ence and Humanities: An Exposi-
tory Comparison and Corrective
Action for the 21st Century,"
Palicki told the audience he is run-
ning for President because he has
seen the United States' transform
from a giant industrial power to
virtually a third world country be-
cause the country doe.rjoj.m.aruij
--facture its own. goods -- anymore-Palicki
wants to "'restore National
sovereignty that has been taken
away by policies such as NAFTA
aestrue;
co".: mur
sources.
-i:
m
said. im.i yccirwiii now
be di-usc- ful
verted from something to
paying for vandalism."
1999-200- 0 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially
assist survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault
For assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Richard Figge
Pam Frese
Shila Garg
Hygeia'
Kauke31
Kauke 238
Kauke 8
Taylor 106
Third-part-y Candidate Watch
and restore our industrial superior-
ity."
Palicki used overhead projec-
tions, charts and graphs to illustrate
his claim that he will unify the sci-
ences and humanities to -- fix
America's problems. However, his
presentation included a statement
that "humanities have not signifi-
cantly advanced the human condi-
tion."
Eventually, Palicki told the au-
dience what he would do if elected
president. In his first 60 days in
office, Palicki would enact a fixed
five percent interest rate and cut the
money supply to be equal with the
rate of population growth. Palicki
also stated that the Federal Reserve
Board is unconstitutional and that
he would tell Alan Greenspan what
to do, not vice versa, as past presi-
dents have done. Palicki, if elected,
will eliminate all taxes except the
gross income tax, including all in-
come taxes for those making less
than $40,000 a year. He said. "We
need to fix a dimension of cur-
rency as a unit of measure of hu-
man life."
Paljcki also reijer.ated,hi cpnyic- -jion that ifAmerica starts manufac-
turing goods again, rather than be-
ing a service-oriente- d society, its
problems will be solved.
Palicki ended his remarks by say-i- n
2 th:it he is the only one with these
Hans because he is the on! o"e
who understands them, which
why he was so excited to speak
Wc.nister so he could get his id.
."o'.it there."
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Li:enc Dunn the question and
a : s e r peno. . Palicki iinanv
... :.. sock.! i sue rattier if an
fi-.- : economic ones. Paiickl p. m-H- :'e
but would not make abortion
illegal, rather, he would cut off ail
government money for abortion
clinics and make women pay for the
abortion themselves. He said his
plan would "kill abortion."
Ext. 2319
Ext 2565
ExL 2307
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2586
Students may also contact the college counselors at Ext. 2319 or
the.Campus Minister at ExL 2558. To. report an-assauUvco- ntact the
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Bernard Palicki speaks to his Douglass
Although no one challenged
Palicki on his position on abortion,
the audience did react to his state-
ments about the legal system.
Palicki proposed that to get rid of
the overcrowding in prisons the
judges and attorneys need to be
held accountable for wrongful con
victions. A member of the audience
made the remark that perhaps this
would cause many guilty men to go
free because the judge would be
afraid to convict anyone for fear of
punishment. Palicki rejected that
suggestion but declined further
comment on the topic.
Corrections - ;
Last week's Features section incorrectly listed Features Editor David :
Lohr as the author of the article "Pacifist candidate speaks out" The
author of the article was, in fact, Alex Reed '01 . The Voice renews its
apology to Alex. . - ' ; -
Last week's "Oscar comes to Woo" article included an incorrect
spelling of Paul Outlaw's film, "Schwarzfahrer." The film was incor-
rectly spelIed"Schwartzfahrer," and the German word for "black" wits
incorrectly spelled '"sebwartz." The writer regrets this evidence tha:
she is an idiot.
.
.
.
"
As journalism i'sa human process, there is a constant potential for
ttasiake. Errors can ie Made at any siev aj'tiie way: in new s-- '
gu'tering. editing, oi jiiiitfing. .The Voic.s::ijJ' strives 'Ay avoid suc'a
mistake, bifi'wh'eJi ok r'ryr discs occur i- - ft policy to admit it
and ivcmnth correct it. Tins ; p.icc exists for that purpose.
To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office al
ext. 2598 Ion-camp- us or (330)-263-25- 98 off-campu- s, or email us at
voicewoosler.edu.
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Last call: soup and bread
Campus institution calls outfor help
Crystal Miller
Staff Writer
One of The College of Wooster's
most-love- d and longest-live- d tradi-
tions of social responsibility finds
itself in danger this semester: the
program is on its third week of sign-
ups, and it still needs at least 50
more participants for Tuesday din-
ner.
The option of extending sign-up- s
another week exists, but Soup and
Bread intern Angela LaLumia '02
told the Voice that "for every week
that we don't hold Soup and Bread,
that's about $700 less that we can
donate to charity." She also pointed
out that, in addition to herself and
co-inte- rn Alan Ward '00, 30-4- 0
other booster students have been
active as volunteers in the sign-u-p
drive. "We are reluctant to keep
asking' people to volunteer," she
said.
For over 30 years, the Soup and
Bread Program has been raising
funds for hunger related organiza-
tions and creating a socially con-
scious community in Kittredge
Dining hall during Tuesday dinner
and Thursday lunch hours.
By consenting to eat one simple
meal of soup, bread and beverages,
as opposed to the usual Lowry fare,
each student participating in Soup
and Bread helps raise money for
huunger-relate- d causes. Further-
more, you don't even have to at-
tend dinner at Kittredge for your
dollars to go to charity. For ex-
ample, members of one of last
semester's sponsors, the Science
and Humanities Program, have
chosen Tuesday night Soup and
Bread Dinner as their weekly date
to get together and prepare a home
cooked meal.
Last semester students raised
over $9,000 to be donated to over
seven poverty-relie- f organizations.
Donations were made to several
international organizations, includ-
ing Oxfam and Bread for the World,
as well as local charities such as
People to People Ministries and
Wooster Interfaith Housing. In ad-
dition, a donation was made to The
Brookside Hunger Institute, a
Cleveland food pantry, in memory
of the late Rashad Burnley '01.
The Soup and Bread Committee
is very grateful to all of the indi-
viduals and organizations that sup-
ported this endeavor last semester.
Last semester's sponsors included
the following 25 student organiza-
tions: The Archaeology Student
Colloquium, Circle K International,
Delta Phi Alpha, Dene House, The
Science and Humanities Program,
Dream House, ECOS, Epsilon
Kappa Omicron, Eta Sigma Phi
(Classics Table), GLBTA(Gay Les-
bian Bisexual Transgender Alli-
ance), Kate House, Habitat for
manity, Hillel, Interfaith Housing,
Love is Ageless, Philosophy
Roundtable, Myers House, Peace
by Peace, Phi Sigma Alpha, Pi
Kappa, Pueblo de Esperanza, Re-
cycling Department, Sisters in
Spirit, Wayne County Children's
Services, The Women's Resource
Center, Wooster Christian Fellow-
ship and Yost House. All of these
organizations pledged that at least
50 percent of their membership
would participate in at least one
Soup and Bread meal a week.
LaLumia remains optimistic
about finishing the sign-u- p drive
this week, stating that "I think ...
people on this campus are excited
about Soup and Bread."
If you are interested in having
your group become a Soup and
Bread Sponsor, or if you are inter-
ested in the implementation of the
Soup and Bread Committee, please
contact either Ward (x3466,
WARDAJacs.wooster.edu) or
LaLumia (x3537, LALUMIAR
wooster.edu).
Spruce Hill
Apartments
located off Portage Road in Wooster
12 OFF 1st Month's Rent
1 Bedroom Apts.
Water, Trash and Sewer paid
V
Wooster views Austrian elections
continued from page 1
People's Party leader Wolfgang
Schiissel the new chancellor of
Austria, while the Freedom Party
will take control of the ministries
of finance and defense.
Haider, son of a lower-lev- el Nazi
Party official and current governor
of the province of Carinthia, claims
he will remain behind the scenes in
the government the country as a
whole. This has failed to reassure
protesters both within and outside
the country, who point to comments
made in 1991 describing Adolf
Hitler's employment policies as
"sound" and the Nazi Waffen SS as
"men of character." Haider, a strong
nationalist who often appeals to the
issue of "over-foreignizatio- n"
(Uberfremdung), also led a cam
which formally
suspended rela-
tions with Austria
before the swearin-
g-in ceremony
on Friday - in their
negative political
The provinces ofAustria.
called the election more a protest
of the ineffectiveness of the previ-
ously ruling Socialist Party, which
paign in 1992-9- 3
against Austria's
decision to join the
European union Figge cited two main reasons for
tions followed the the election results: votes uout of
lead of Finland - 1 J 'jrusiruiiufi unu u ucsifv jur
change and the fact that Haider
knows how to talk ... it's alarming
that the Freedom Party managed to
reaction to the new get 27 percent playing to the worst
domParty,ewa-
- side of the Austrian people," he
ing that Austria's
EU membership &UUI,
may be suspended.
The United States backed the pro-
tests of the EU, and Israel both
withdrew its ambassador, Nathan
Merom, and barred Haider from
visiting the country.
All of this hits close to home for
Goschl, who described her main
concern as the extrapolation of
Haider's views to cover all Austri-an- s.
"It's unfair to generalize and
make every Austrian a fan of
Haider," Goschl told the Voice. She
had been in power for 30 years and
a part of the same ruling coalition
for the past 13, than an actual show
of support for Haider's political
ideas.
Flowers, who was studying in
Vienna last semester when the elec-
tion results came in, echoed
Goschl's views. "It was pretty crazy
the next day," he said, citing a
"huge cover" on a political maga-
zine asking "'Are we all Nazis?'"
WRITE.
express yourself, expose yourself,
be yourself, see yourself.
call the Voice staff at x2598 or email us at
voiceacs.wooster.edu.
and recalling that he went to dem-
onstrations against the election re-
sults.
'Figge cited
two main rea
sons for those
results: votes
"out of frus-
tration" and a
desire for
change and
the fact that
"Haider
knows how to
talk ... it's
alarming that
the Freedom
Party man-
aged to get 27
percent play
ing to the
worst side of
the Austrian
people," he said. Figge also pointed
out the complications brought to
the issue by "the unsettled Austrian
past and the role of Austrian s un-
der Hitler," stating that "the fact is
that Hitler was welcomed with open
arms ... though not by everyone."
At the same time, Figge ex-
pressed his concern that the EU re-
acted "so quickly" with isolation-
ist policies against Austria. "Aus-trian- s
tend not to like other nations
interfering with their due process,"
he said. "To say .'They're gonna do
it again' makes no sense whatso-
ever," he added. "That's a knee-jer- k
reaction."
Great Decisions.
Steven Emerson will con-
front international terrorism
in Gault Recital Hall at 7:3
p.m. this Tuesday, Feb. 15
Refreshments will be
served.
45T
Arcr stuffers miss thepoint
Filling the Kauke arch is something students and pro
fessors talk about with a sort of mysterious, mythical re
spect Legends about students filling the arch so high with
snow that classes are cancelled the following day run ram-
pant each time a bird relieves itself from a high enough
altitude for the pee to freeze.
Last year, students came out in hordes to show school
spirit and support each other as they filled the arch nearly
to the top. Custodial and security watched from a respect
ful distance and let us have our fun. Much to the disbelief
of many students, we did have classes the next day and
the arch was as snow-fre- e as the sidewalk at Satan's sum-
mer home.
Last Thursday, though, when the snow piled up like it
does every year, students came out to the arch and instead
of reenacting a great school tradition, they desecrated a
College icon.
Students dragged the soccer team's practice goal posts
into the arch for some unknown reason, causing exten-
sive damage to the steps leading into the arch.
We at the Voice have no problem with the tradition of
filling the arch. We do have a problem with irresponsible
students vandalizing the College.
So next time it snows, and it will, go sledding we're
tired of reporting stupidity.
Goodjob, Greeks? Really.
If this weekend was any indication, the Greek sys-
tem at Wooster is not in danger. After new member
education, the pledges finished two weeks of hell in ;
exchange for Greek letters. After months of fretting --
and threats about drastic changes to the-syste- m, noth'o-- "
ing happened.
And that's good. If any of the Greeks had any major
violations of the social code, chances are the adminis-
tration would have acted swiftly and our campus would ,
not have the Greek system anymore.
So, for all those who think the Voice is anti-Gree- k,
we say this: Good work, Greeks. We wish we could i
s sayape saw it coming. - - - .
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WCWS defends its honor
To the Editor,
We, the undersigned, wish to ex-
press our frustration with the piece
"WCWS fails to rebound," which
ran in the "Speaking of section of
The Wooster Voice on Thursday,
February 3. In this unsigned edi-
torial, which claims to represent
"the views of the majority of the
Editorial Board," The Voice ma-
ligned the current state of affairs at
WCWS, attacking everything from
the station's technology to the on-a- ir
vocalization of DJs. In this
piece, The Voice saw fit not to con-
sider the major facts of the case
and, instead, to present the campus
community with an ignorant,
cyclopic vision of a "campus insti-
tution."
The past eight months have
been rather disastrous for WCWS.
In June, the privately owned
tower from which we broadcasted
to the campus and surrounding
communities was felled by a se-
ries of high winds, possibly a tor-
nado. The student management
of WCWS was not informed un-
til they returned to campus in late
August. When the rest of the staff
returned to campus, they were just
beginning to consider solutions to
the dilemma.
The legal owner of our now flat-
tened tower decided not to rebuild
and, as a short term solution, we
rented space on the tower belong-
ing to WQKT 104.5, Radio
Wooster, and relocated our trans-
mitter there. The FCC must ap-
prove any change in transmission
location and, to stay within federal
regulations, WCWS filed for ap-
proval late last semester. Right
now, the management, staff and lis-
teners of WCWS can do nothing
but wait for the FCC to approve the
new tower. Though The Voice did
mention the tornado in their piece,
they ignored the collegiate and fed-
eral bureaucracy through which the
management of WCWS has fought
to get back on the air. The Voice did
rnentiofl, negatively, our current
mode of broadcast, Real Audio.
Last school year, WCWS began
simulcasting their on-a- ir broad-
casts on the College's website via
Real Audio. The Real Audio feed
was not the primary function of
the station, and was treated as
such. Our signal currently re-
ceives secondary status by the
school v admistjratiQO-an- d
webmaster. For example, our sig-
nal is pre-empt- ed by WQKT's
broadcasts of home basketball
games. There are non-prof- it sta-
tions that broadcast solely over the
Internet and have the technology
and finances to maintain quality
levels similar to or exceeding those
of on-a- ir broadcasts; WCWS is not
one of them.
Without a tower, WCWS had dif-
ficulty training new DJs, keeping
old DJs upto speed and in good on-a- ir
shape and, most importantly,
partaking in the wonderful world
of radio and the music industry.
Full time Real Audio broadcasting
was brought in as a short-ter- m so-
lution to a number of these prob-lem- s.
The staff and management
of WCWS were well aware of the
shortcomings of this media when
they implemented it. But they went
ahead with it because the positives
far outweighed the negatives.
The Voice went on to degrade the
quality of the student DJs and the
music they chose to play. College '
radio, student-ru- n radio, is meant
to be a practice in free form fun.
Kids come into the studio for two
hours a week and play the music
they want, talk about what they
want to talk about, and do every-
thing how they want to. There are
standards of decency that must be
followed, but beyond these,
WCWS is free form, student run
radio. WCWS should sound like a
bunch of Wooster students playing
music they like and talking the way
they talk-n- ot like the formatted,
commercial, professionally run sta-
tion it is not.
Despite these setbacks, WCWS
has marched on and responded by
working as hard as it can to get back
on the air and to keep the spirit of
WCWS going. Nobody has stopped
working or caring for the station
and its upkeep. We have done our
best with a mediocre broadcasting
situation and done all we can to get
back on the air. Beyond the music,
the station is currently working
with the Art Club on redecorating
the studio and, this spring, the offi
cial station softball team, the
WCWS Rockers, will try to win
their third straight Intramuial Soft-
ball championship. We have not
given up or quit being a commu-
nity.
The tower situation is frustrat-
ing. The FCC is frustrating. The
quality of the Real Audio feed is
frustrating. The financial and
temporal constraints inherent in a
college owned and student run
station are frustrating. But, you
know what is the most frustrating
thing? It is when your peers at
the campus newspaper ignore all
of the hard work and love you put
into a deeply cherished institu-
tion. That hurts.
Sincerely,
Besty Lee Bare '01
Daren Batke '02
Kevin Bischof '03
Dan Dean '02
Mike Fry '01
Jason Gers '01
Elizabeth Gill '00
Katie Hammond ' 03
'.Sarah Hans'03
Nick Hanson '03
Ryan Hanson '00, Indie
Music Director
Katie Huber '01
Matt King '00, General
Manager
Peter Andrew King '03
MandyKyle'02
Becky Lietz'OO, Assitant
General ManagerRPM
Music Director
Nick Mason '02
Adrienne Moon '01, Promo-
tions Director
Andy Rockenstein '02
Jen Telischak'02
Ken Walczak'OO, Music
Director
Ben "Bean" Worley'02,
Ska Reggae Music Director
Alexia Zdral '00
Matthew Mace Barbee'00
Printer just useless
To the Editor,
I never thought I'd actually write
a letter to the Voice; now I feel com-pell- ed
to do so. Whoever is in
charge of the printer in Holden
needs to do something about it.
Every other time I try to print some-
thing the cotton pickin' thing is out
of toner, gets jammed or there is no
paper available.
It is extremely aggravating.
And another thing. Kicking the
frats off campus will, in one way
or another, come back to haunt the
administration. '
After .spring break, we're gonna
let it all hang out.
Yours and mine,
David Moore Miller '00
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Radio station takes offense, responds
To the Editor,
Eyery, Thursday, when the new
edition of our campus' hallowed
"oldest weekly college newspaper"
hits the bins in Lowry, I grab one
and tend to rush to the "Speaking
of editorials. I usually relish these
brief, pointed criticisms of relevant
aspects of our college life, but to-
night I felt angry. I feel that in the
past, most of the diatribes in the
gray box have been on the mark or
well founded, if errant.
What troubled me this week were
the comments about WCWS. I
understand the part about the DJs
being illiterate, for I am one of
those new DJs who hasn't polished
themselves yet I also understand
if the Editorial Board doesn't think
WCWS is cool because they're not
on the air. I, too, wish we could be
broadcasting on the FM dial. But
what I wonder most about is how
the Editorial Board could explicitly
criticize WCWS for something that
is beyond their control. No, it is
not WCWS' fault they are currently
not broadcasting, but in fact the
FCC's.
Allow me to explain. After
evaluating many different courses
of action last semester, WCWS and
the school administration (the trust-
ees own the station) decided the
best idea would be to move their
transmitter to the tower of WQKT
104.5 FM in Wooster. They worked
this out in late November, and sent
the papers to the FCC for approval.
They cannot legally broadcast from
that station until the FCC approves
the switch.
The FCC, to my knowledge, has
still not replied as of Monday af-
ternoon, Feb. 8. I am not a mem-
ber of WCWS management, but I
feel you damaged their integrity by
Mostpeople would have
a severely negative,
biased view (completely
unfounded) ofWCWS
current state ifall they
knew about it was your
"Speaking of piece in
last week's paper.
composing a poorly researched and
highly deprecating opinion about
the station. I can tell you these in-
dividuals are among the hardest
working and genuinely caring
people I've ever met and they know
a thing or two about radio. I would
not fault them, and I feel the Voice
has no legitimate ground to do so,
either.
I feel the Voice did its readers a
tremendous disservice by. allowing
this editorial to be written with, a
blatant disregard for facts. This dis- -
',f l ( - 1 I r
regard is highly questionable be-
cause I know at least two of the
members of the Voice Editorial
Board are on radio staff, including
Luke Lindberg, Voice Editor-in-Chie- f.
This means they received
the facts about WCWS' current
state via Matt King, General Man-
ager, at the beginning of the semes-
ter in an e-m- ail message sent out to
all staff. I think it would have been
bad enough if the majority of the
Editorial Board had been ignorant
of WCWS' broadcasting situation,
but I can't figure out how the ma-
jority sanctioned this misinformed
editorial when at least two mem-
bers of their board had no good rea-
son to not know or speak the truth
about WCWS' real situation. I still
am a fan of the Voice and "Speak-
ing of but I implore you to please
try to avoid this irresponsible print-
ing of Editorial Board opinion in
the future. Most people would have
a severely negative, biased view
(completely unfounded) ' of
WCWS current state if all they
knew about it was your "Speaking
of piece in last week's paper.
Paul Richlovsky '00
t behcc.rdl
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Return to modesty
To the Editor:
After reading "He Said, She
Said" February 3, I want to rec-
ommend to both Leila Atassi '02
and Ryan Dansak '00 a book by
Wendy Shalit, a '97 Williams
College graduate. What you re-
ported could have been evidence
for her book. Return to Modesty.
Observing the same "hook up"
scene during her college years.
Shalit decided to explore it and
other seemingly diverse yet tell-
ing phenomena as anorexia, co-
ed bathrooms and date rape for
her senior project. She analyzed
philosophical treatises, historical
studies and teen magazines as
well as stories of her friends on
campus, becoming convinced that'
the college commonplaces that
trouble you are symptoms of un-
healthy relationships between
men and women.
The cure she proposes is the title
of the book that evolved from her
project. Basically, she argues that
female modesty promotes both
male virtue and a wonderful resto-
ration of the erotic. (And no, Ryan,
although she is Jewjsh. Shalit does
not base her views on the Bible.)
Young, hip, and modest: Shalit
would make a provocative and
profound Forum speaker here at
Wooster. Read her book, and if
you agree or even if you
don't join me in urging COW to
provide a forum for her radical
.and creative ideas. Perhaps if we
took her message to heart, the dat-
ing scene at Wooster would be a
much happier and more f ulfilling
one.
Barbara Hampton
Adjunct Prof. FYS
Consultant, Writing Center
A kick in the "Sak"
To the Editor,
For the first time in my almost
four years at Wooster, the Voice has
managed to print something stupid
enough to compel me to-respon-d.
Ryan Dansak's oh-so-eloqu- ent
lamentations about why he can't
find a decent girl on campus can
not go unanswered.
Hey. Ryan: NEWS FLASH!
You're generally not going to meet
someone to have a long-ter- m rela-
tionship with at the Underground
or a frat party. Really. Not that
"smart, beautiful, athletic, and most
of all, deep" girls can't be found
there, but because they would prob-
ably rather meet potential boy-
friends somewhere else. It's hard
to feel romantic when you smell
like beer and there's
ing in the corner.
Trust me: there are some abso-
lutely amazing women on this
campus who want to be in a rela-
tionship that isn't "based on al-
cohol or the Bible." If you try
cutting your ego in half and jump-
ing down from the pedestal
you've put yourself on, you might
meet one of them. , 7'
Karen Foster '00
Letter: WCWS 903
To the Editor.
I can understand and even sym-
pathize with the frustrations ex-
pressed by one of your editors in
your February 3 "Speaking Of
column. However, I feel that who-
ever wrote the column owes the
'.entire staff of WCWS an apology.
'The accusations made and assump-
tions spoken should have, logically,
been researched before your amaz-
ingly out of line essay was put to
(print. The WCWS management has
been working diligently to get our
station back on the radio since our
tower was knocked down in July.
All of the appropriate paperwork
has been filled out and sent in, and
now we are left to sit and wait for
the FCC (Federal Communications
Commission) to give us the go
ahead before we can start broad-
casting again,., Furthermore. I. as
a WCWS discjockey, was of-
fended by the fact that the 'anony-
mous writer had the gall to as-
sume that the DJs are supposedly
"incoherent and illiterate." I And
it rather ironic that the article was
published without an author, be-
cause now there is no one to take
the blame for this ignorant and
deceitful piece of literature. As
far as I am concerned, good, qual-
ity journalism consists of facts
reinforced by research. This edi-
torial is on the complete opposite
end of that spectrum.
Katie Hammond '03
WCWS Disc Jockey
odayithas provide quality
become a multi
million dollar
businessSom- -
plete with d
ing Nitro gir
backstage intervic
rambunctious fans
the money.
entertainment for people
on this not-so-f- un
campus," Conklin said.
and throngs of
II, all except
The BWF has quickly become
more than a fun show in the lounge
of the Si tth Section. It has moved
from a lounge to the Under-
ground, lunder the ownership of
Gutowski.
The 35 to 40 men that make up
the BWF rake their brainchild seri-
ously. With costumes and uniforms
that rival the professionals, the men
of the BWF spent countless hours
in preparation for Tuesday's debut.
wrestlers are
responsible
for planning
and practicing
their matches.
"We are just
looking to
have some fun
and provide quality entertainment
for people on this not-so-f- un cam-
pus," Conklin said.
Tuesday night, Gutowski told the
fans, "This is a great night for my
corporation." Four different
matches were fought on Tuesday,
the first featuring "The Professor
and the Machine" against "The
New Age Outlaws."
After Conklin and Steve Thomp-
son '01, "The New Age Outlaws,"
defeated "The Professor and the
Machine," it was time for the battle
for the Intercollegiate Title.
students have not changed greatly.
Nor do student concerns differ
much from those of other groups
she has encountered
In contrast to the situation of
health services at many colleges
and universities, Wooster's clinic
Features
the Warrior to remain in the BWF. .
A loss and his career would be over.
After the Ultimate Warrior and
Kane battled, Gutowski could not
bear to risk the chance of extend-
ing the Warrior's career. So he took
been sub- - When some form ofjected to contraception is'sought, the5? situation is discussed with both111(111 and woman involved,from the
adminis- - " ,.
mit abortion
only in in--s
tan c e s
where rape
or incest is
involved, or
the mother's
tration. Cornell, Yale, UCLA, Ber-- life is endangered. Abortion re-kel- ey,
and the University of Michi-- form is one of the chief topics of
gan, among others, have set up spe-- debate in many state legislatures,
cific administrative policies on dis- - : and some states have moved to
pensation of birth control informa liberalize the conditions for legal
tion and devices Galpin permits abortion.
Student Health Service to main
tain an individual and confiden-
tial physician-patie- nt relation-
ship. Ohio puts no legal restric-
tions on prescribing methods of
birth control ...
photo by Amelia Kays
The Ultimate Warrior and Kane grapple during the BWF's debut on Tuesday.
Gutowski gave the Ultimate War-
rior one final chance, a win against
Kane and Gutowski would allow
The Ohio legislature has been
tossing around this moral hot po-
tato for the past four years. Hawaii
is reported to be very close to abok
ishing all legal restrictions on abor-
tion. . .
matters into his own hands.
From outside the ring, Gutowski
swung a chair and hit the Ultimate
Warrior in the back, ensuring a vicr ',
tory for Kane.
. "It was better than we could have
expected," Mackey said, whose
character, "The Widow Maker,"
took part in Tuesday's biggest
'69-'7- 0: Speaking of contraception
' Wooster's Student Health Ser-
vice is dealing with the serious
question of birth control, provid-
ing both information and, in some
cases, contraceptive devices to
students. Dr. Viola Startzman
emphasized that each girl's case
is treated individually. Most do
not come in "to get the Pill," but
to get information concerning
birth control, or just to talk.
When some form of contracep-
tion is sought, the situation is dis-
cussed with both the roan and
woman involved. Dr. Startzman
believes that both parties must be
equally responsible for the deci-
sion on any sort of birth control
device.
,
Dr. Startzman finds that the
women seeking this type of aid
"view it as a major step, not to be
taken lightly. She also pointed
out that in the seven years she has
been conducting sex seminars,
the problems of most concern to
The Pill remains the most com-
monly used contraceptive, but it is
not fail-pro- of. And failure of con-
traception brings up the problem of
unwanted pregnancy and the
question of abortion .. .
Currently, most state laws per
Spread the word
How could any store manager
in town refuse one of the most
beautiful women on campus? Easy,
if she's also an advertising man-
ager of the school's newspaper.
Inflation and other economic re-
alities have bludgeoned Wooster.
Several stores who have long
advertised in the Voice are find-
ing they must cut expenditures ...
Several other stores, however,
who clearly are frequently pa-
tronized, claim they can't tell if
their ads are paying off because
they often don't know who's
coming from the College.
So you would do us all a favor
when you go to town if you re-
member either to casually com-
pliment the clerk on the store's
intriguing ad in the previous
week's Voice, or tie a cardboard
sign around your neck saying
where you're from." -
Thur. rylO
Bissman Wrestling storms into the Underground
What started as a bunch ofguys tossing each other around has4umed into a campus hit
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In front of approximately 250
fans and what owner Joe Gutowski
proclaimed Jlthe largest pay-per-vie- w
crowd in BWF history," the
Bissman Wrestling Federation
made its debut at the Underground
Tuesday night.
Last year the BWF was merely a
"In the last week, we've spent a
couple hours per day getting every-
thing ready," Mackey said. "But
this has been in the works for quite
a while."
Tim Conklin '01 said that the 20
full-tim- e members of the BWF
have spent close to $300 building
the ring, footing the bill themselves
to keep the show free for the Un-
derground crowd. Conklin said that
Kris Mackey oi "We arejust looking to
lid Sean Conway have SOttiefutl and
the individual
h
match. In the final match, Mackey,
Chad Peterman '00 and Rob Hooper
'03, or, "The Instruments of Destruc-
tion," battled against "The Ministry
of Darkness."
The final match proved that wres-
tling is real. With over one ton of
manhood jostling for the belt and
the respect of the crowd, the BWF
has made it big time.
And if Tuesday was any indica-
tion, this is only the beginning for the
BWF. They are planning a Royal
Rumble at the end of the month along
with several other shows at the Un-
derground, culminating in theirApril
29 Wrestlemania.
Future
BWF Dates
Tbesday, Feb. 22
Tuesday, Feb. 29
Tuesday, April 11
Saturday, April 29
All performances at the
College Underground
Tentative date
Want to
be an
editor?
Well, you have to start
someplace. Soon, the
Voice will be looking
for section editors for
the 2000-200- 1 school
year. Think you have
what it takes? Let us
be the judge.
Write for the Fea-
tures Section! Great
experience, fun staff.
Call 2598 for details.
Features
Thur. rylO
Zen Master to visit Are you a spiritual person?
On Feb. 21 and 22. Japanese
Zen Master Fukushima Keido will '
speak about Zen Buddhism and
demonstrate the art of calligraphy.
According to Professor of Re- - ,
ligious Studies Ishwar Harris,
There are many misunderstand-
ings about Zen. By having the ;
Zen Master "----.
visit, these mis- - f think that this Will
understandings , un a lot nfran ne cor--
rected. This is
something he re-
ally enjoys do
ing, particularly
misunderstandings
about Zen Buddhism,'
Anderson said.
meeting Ameri-
can young people who are so open
to learning." .
Joshua Anderson" 00, a Phi-
losophy major, said he is excited
about the Zen Master's visit.
Anderson participated in the
Antioch Buddhist Studies pro-
gram in India last year, studying
philosophy and meditation and
completing a research project where .,
he was temporarily ordained as a
Theravdin monk in Nepal.
To reiterate what Dr. Harris
was saying, I think that this will
clear up a lot of misunderstand-
ings about ZehBudclnisIru"!
Anderson said. ; -
f "Buddhism has become really
New Line of Tapestries
Featuring: Celtic
Mystical
lye-Dy- e
Students save 10 on tapestries
Classic Imports
150 West Liberty
Wooster, OH 44691
popular in recent years, but
there's a lot of information out
there that misconstrues what Bud-
dhism really is." .
"Having a Zen Priest from a
Buddhist culture should help
people either appreciate more
fully Buddhism, or realize that
perhaps this is
not what they
had expected
or wanted," he
added. .
On Feb. 21,
at 7:30 p.m. in
. M c G a w ,
Fukushima
will speak on "What is ZenT'
After the presentation, he will
hold a meditation session for all
those who are interested. .
After his presentation entitled
The Calligraphy of Zen," on
Feb. 22 in the Lean Lecture
Room,. Fukushima will demon-
strate the art of calligraphy.
"Most Zen Masters are caliig-raphe- rs
or painters," Harris
said. "Fukushima Keido has
been hailed in Japan for his
work. He is an expert in Zen and
has been a bridge builder be-
tween east 4uid --west."" "
Compiled by David Lohr
Get it at Classic
J 4
David Lohr
Features Editor
When one pictures college stu-
dents, the first image that comes to
many people's minds is something
from the movie Animal House
drunken debauchery. However,
that isn't always the case. Rather
than going out and partying to re-
lease their stress, many students at
the College have been turning to
God. There are a number of stu-
dent religious organizations on
campus which meet as many as five
times a week, as well as a Religious
Studies department.
According to Linda Morgan-Clemen- t,
the Henry Jefferson
Copeland Campus Minister, spiri-
tuality should play an important
part in our lives. "As the Campus
Minister, it is my conviction that
spiritual development is critical in
the full development of any human
being," she said. "Spiritual growth
and academic pursuit are partners
in liberal arts education."
There are over a dozen religious
groups on campus, providing stu-
dents a wide range of services, from
fellowship and support to social
gatherings. There are, both faiuv
specific groups, such as the
Newman Catholic Association and
the Muslim Student Association,
and nondenominational groups like
Peace by Peace, a community and
College group which focuses on
peacemaking.
These organizations serve a very
diverse group of students on cam-
pus. The Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, according to founder and
President Felix Catheline '01,
meets twice a week and is "centered
in fellowship and outreach." The
basic goal is "to spread the gospel
of Jesus Christ and to provide a
"Spiritual growth and
academic pursuit are
partners in liberal arts
education, " Morgan-Cleme- nt
said.
community of fellowship for Chris-
tian athletes," he added. The First
meeting covers a specific topic, the
"underdog" for example, while dis-
cussing "how to play sports with a
Christian mindset and ... thanking
God he made you in the form of an
athlete," Catheline said. The sec-
ond meeting of the week is a Bible
study relating to the previous
meeting's topic, the story of David
and Goliath, for example.
According to Norman Hirschy
Imports!
J :
' .-x
'00, who has attended Wooster
Christian Fellowship meetings
regularly since his freshman year,
the meetings give him the oppor-
tunity to meet other students with
similar backgrounds. "I enjoy
Wooster Christian Fellowship be-
cause I enjoy worshiping in the
same manner that many of its at-
tendees do," Hirschy said. "For a
nondenominational organization,
the sense of community between
otherwise very diverse WCF-goer- s
is strong."
Students with a more academic
interest in religion can pursue a
major or minor in Religious Stud-
ies. Each year there arc approxi-
mately 30 majors and minors in the
department.
Shannon Boy Ian '01 said that her
decision to major in Religious
Studies stems from an experience
in elementary school. "I attended
Catholic school from second to
fifth grade, but my family went lo
a Methodist church with a female
minister. When I went to school
they told me women could never
be in the clergy, but I didn't under-
stand why," she said.
"Religious Studies is very inter-
esting, especially from a feminist
perspective. It gives me the op-
portunity to find out 'why,'"
Boylan added.
New Incense and Oils
Patchouli and many others
Millennium Sale Extended
Justfor college
students!
Tops $9.99
Dresses $12.00
Hours: Monday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
(330) 264-442- 6
To the one that got away:
Molly ... You're the only person I can't
have and it drives me crazy.
Wnoster's Most Eligible Bachelor
Liz, Sara, Whitney, Lemonie, Robin and
Katrine:
Thank the Lord for all the love and
support you give me! You mean the
world to me (and Ben, you're not so
bad either): I love you all!
Love in Christ,
Lucy
Oh Mary,
I love you and you new squash option!
--Love,
CA.S.E
Dear Christy Judd:
The Voice staff wanted to profess our
undying love and devotion to you. YOU
ROCK!
To Daren Batke:
You will always be our hero. Thanks for
being Wooster's Most Eligible Bachelor
Love,
Your Entourage
Prof. Figge:
Es tut uns leid, dass wir immer viel zu
spat sind. Wir sind Ihnen einen Kaffee
schuldig.
'--
Naomi und Norm
Dear Amie,
Thank you for the best four years of my
life, and for many years to come.
--Love,
Ben
W--
Be the Louis in my Armstrong, the sweet
in my potato, my big butter and egg
women down South.
Farmer
To Laura Ann with much love from your
biological sister.
Dew- -
Valentines
I miss you and b you were here.
Happy Valentine Sy! I love you!
Katie Orwin,
It's taken almost a vear K ne to
Lively Arts8 Thur:21mrylO
Voice
Happy Valentine's Day, Troyer Boys!
Please do the dishes in the sink. They've
been there for three weeks.
--Love,
Troyer Girls
To Coach Barnes:
Lots of love from the Scot Band and its
leader. We'll miss you, but we wish you
well.
To Diana:
Happy Valentine's Day to my favorite
niece.
Bridget, Mary, Emily, Amy (Gompfon
Girls)
I love you all and I wish you the sweetest ,
Valentines Day ever! XOXOXO
i --LoyeJ.,
Caroline
Kuchan, "
Hope your arl sells for millions and yp4
don't forget r .e in your inevitable jf
meetina wit . success.- - Love vou lotsf
--Pubha
-- MLM
discover vour identity. Now Ndu ma
not remember me, but we r pnf
cool Apnl morning around twv " we
shared after that, I will never Jk A
will contact you on Valentine's
because "a girl like you should Jer go
home alone.'' .t."t , 'V
Love. Your Holden Hook-U- p
To our special someone.
Jenga!
. AU our love,
Molly and Adrienne
Dear Valentine: Are -- 'e ever going to
date? Me with my stunning good looks
and you with your vibrant red hair , . .
--Jafron
To all my sisters of UK: U rock: let's
always stick together!
To "Pity the Fool": You are the best
sugar snap pop band in the world. The
angels pop their fingers as they hum
your groovy tunes. Rock On!
: Love Matt B.
BWF Rocks!
Princess Erin, take my hand and join
me in the flames of he lit .
Yours, with fiery hot passion, the Devil
jto Mary Niehaber - you are my roomie,
my friend, my sex partner, my mentor!
I love you HVD
32 ... I want yoi
A
dance for me
Be patient
-- Katie
again, but this tir want you naked.
Work your ma .oy!
Miranda, da, and Nate, Hope we
can get f er soon to "rotate!" Maybe
in D .wn?
Love, Mary and James
y Dearest Crazy Eye,
please. I'm still waiting. You are the one
I'm "crazy" for.
Love Kelli
Kemery You are a man amongst boys.
Chisled from stone, no one is more --
staltionesque.
Love, numerous COW chicks
"Matt Mahaffey in punt formation!" Matt
Mahaffey, we love you! Will you marry
us?
'Love,
Colin Weir and Erin Koilar
J-Be- ar, Happy Valentine's Day! Good
job at the meet - To my Butter Nipples,
Love, Dude ' 'Thanks for all the good times and
the&fcij didn't
WOBKTMJM
feel
1 1
pe you
getter soon!
- J&se "The Body"
Ventura
r-r-
-k. fv 1 1 . AST
annoying laughs.
Mr. Derriere
ToSGA,
Whom I admire so dearly, I can't live .
without you. ;
-Anonymous (non-Senato- r)
i
To Jamie ... for the love and support you,
show us weekly at SGA meetings. And to
Matt ... you jump, I jump.
Mom, can't wait for sun & smiles. Send
my love to everyone. See you soon. aen)
Elizabeth, sorry I can't be there to share
in the birthday celebration. I'll tell TAU
happy bday for you. Smiles --aer:)
77jMr: rylO
Entertainment
Fairy tales and monologues
Naomi Kresce & Molly McKinney
Voice Staff
Chris Matsos '00 likes to act.
He's also damn good at it. This
weekend theatergoers will get to
see more Matsos than they ever
have before, as his senior acting
recital and I.S. production - "The
Chris M. Project" - goes up in
Shoolroy Theater.
The project is a collection of
scenes from plays as varied as
Shakespeare," "Camelot" and - a
personal favorite of Matsos - "To
Kill a Mockingbird." The evening
sandwiches the series of mono-
logues with ensemble scenes from
"A Midsummer Night's Dream"
and a dialogue scene from
"Scapino!" Matsos called the
evening an "original idea, totally
conceived and compiled by me . . .
that's why I put my name on it,"
but told the Voice that sometimes
he feels "like Kenneth Branagh
making a movie about himself."
The actor called the recital experi-
ence a whole "a lot scarier" than
Beginning Fridayat
Cinemark-Movie- s
10
Scream 3 (R)
Snow Day (PG)
The Beach (R)
The Tigger Movie (G)
Eye of the Beholder (R)
Galaxy Quest (PG)
Stuart Little (PG)
The Green Mile (R)
The. Hurricane (R)
Toy Story 2 (G)
( ) Shows Saturday and Sunday only
Sorry, no passes.
All shows starting before 6 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
$3.75 for children under 11 and senior citizens.
For complete listings any
his previous work at the College.
"I feel like it's mine somehow ...
are people going to like my
thoughts?" Matsos said.
One of the thoughts Matsos
seems most proud of is the single
set piece of the production, the
monolith which also appears on the
poster. "It represents being alone,"
Matsos said, "being solo - just one
guy. Sort of this stark 'on your
own." He hinted that during the
course of the evening the question
will become: "Is it just one guy --
or isn't it?" Matsos did call his
choice to add an ensemble to parts
of his recital an "unusual" depar-
ture from the more traditional "one
guy and the stage" approach - part
of an ongoing evolution in acting
recitals at the College.
He lauded the "tremendously
talented" cast - Tim Ziegler '00,
Clay Drinko '01, Nate Strickler
'00, Kevin McFillen '03, Niels
Erikson '02 and Victoria Wilson
'02 - and claimed the project
"pretty much directed itself." The
skit experience of Ziegler and
(12:45, 2:05)4:15, 4:30, 7:00
7:30,9:45, 10:20
(11:50, 2:25)4:45, 7:10, 9:40
(11:15, 1:55)4:35, 7:15, 10:00
(11:00, 1:00, 3:i0) 5:15,
7:00, 9:30
(11:45, 2:15)4:55, 7:35, 10:05
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:40, 10:101
(12:20, 2:30) 4:40, 7:25, 9:35
7:50
(12:15) 3:45, 7:05, 10:15
(11:55,2:00)5:05
time, call 345-875- 5.
Drinko - both members of Don't
Throw Shoes - and the versatility
of Wilson, the sole female cast
member, all earned special men-
tion. Matsos said Wilson "was the
only actor asked to master the silli-
ness and the seriousness," neither of
which should be of short supply.
"You will laugh, you will cry, you
will jump for joy," Matsos added.
This weekend is also special for
Cheryl Farney, who presents
"Transformations," a one-wom- an
reading of Anne Sexton's poetry.
Farney has chosen six of Sexton's
17 poems for 'Transformations,"
which re-writ- es fairy tales. The
chosen six are what Farney calls
"the princess monologues," and
work to de-ideali- ze culture.
Because she is working with no
other actors or props, Farney must
rely on her body, voice and face to
carry the show. "I wanted to chal-
lenge myself as an actor," Farney said
of her choice to perform alone. More
importantly, Farney has enjoyed her
IS. "It's been great fun," she added.
"Transformations" will be per-
formed on Thursday and Sunday at
8:15 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.
"The Chris M. Project" can be seen
Friday and Saturday' night at 8:15
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are free and can be re-
served through the Freedlander Box
Office at x224 1 , but call soon or you
may miss out on these two impres-
sive performances.
Gala, recitals and much more
Molly McKinney
Arts & Entrtainment Editor
Whether you like music, theatre,
comedy or dance, this weekend
Wooster offers them all. Celebrate
the halfway point to spring break
by taking in the many activities of-
fered on campus.
If you like music, then come to
Douglass on Thursday night at 8
Matsos Family Restaurant
THB CVISINB THAT
INSPIRED SOCMATEs!
10 off all C.O.W. students and
faculty imtlJ the year 3000 A--D.
.(330)264-180- 0
Great Parens!
The cast of "The Chris M. Project"
p.m. to hear satirical contemporary
folk artist Deirdre Flint perform
her humorous songs, including "1-900-SCORE-A-D- ATE."
The tunes continue Friday night
as the Jazz Ensemble, which is
directed by Dr. Jeffrey Lindberg
and features guest saxophonist
Greg Abate, plays in McGaw
Chapel at 8:15 p.m. The concert,
entitled "American Jazz, 1945 --
Present," will cover trends in
American jazz from the end of the
Swing Era and the beginning of Be-
bop to the' music of today.
The music department will also
hold a piano recital this weekend.
Saturday will feature a guest recital
by Noel Lester at 7:30 p.m. On
Sunday, Dr. Peter Mowrey and,
Doug Huston '01 were supposed
to perform at 4 p.m. However, the
recital was moved to April due to
scheduling conflicts.
The Theatre department will con
PHOTO BY BfcN SPIELDKNNhR
rehearses for its weekend run.
tribute to the weekend ente'rtain-fnen- t
with Cheryl Famey's "Trans-
formations" and Chris Matsos'
"The Chris M. Project."
SABJias added to the weekend
as well. On Thursday, Wooster
welcomes comedian Rich Ramirez
to the Underground. The show
starts at 10 p.m. and admission is
only $.50.
The Friday Film Series contin-
ues this week with a free showing
of "Strictly Ballroom" in Mateer
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Finally, the highlight of the
weekend comes on Saturday night
as SAB sponsors the annual Win-
ter Gala in the Lowry Ballroom.
Drag out that formal wear and
brush up on your dancing skills as
Blue Lunch and Speak Easy Swing
perform from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The atmosphere is exciting, the
desserts are great and everything is
FREE!
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Men's Basketball
Feb. 5: Wooster 81, Wabash 75
Feb. 9: Wooster 82, Allegheny 65
Overall 19--2, NCAC 13--0
: Women 's Basketball
Feb. 4: Wooster 75, Oberlin 72
Feb. 9: Wooster 75, Allegheny 68 .
Overall 7-1- 4, NCAC 4--9
Indoor Track and Field
Feb." 4: Non-scori- ng meet at Case Western Reserve
FORMER COACH NYE HONORED: ; Former
Wooster golf and soccer coach Bob Nye received the
Rolex 2000 Honor Award from the College Golf Founda-tio- n
on Feb. 3 at the GolfCoaches Association ofAmerica
Convention in Orlando. The award typically is given to a
coach for outstanding service and numerous contributions
to men's collegiate golf.
Nye spent 30 years as the Wooster golf coach, from
1967-199- 6, directing his teams to 21 national tournament
appearances. He also coached Wooster to its only NCAA
national title in any sport when his golf team won in 1975.
DERRICK THOMAS DIES: Kansas City Chiefs
linebacker Derrick Thomas unexpectedly died Tuesday
in a Miami Hospital. Thomas had been paralyzed since
an auto accident on Jan. 23 on a Kansas City highway.
Thomas was being transferred to his bed when his eyes
suddenly rolled back in his head. A massive blood clot is
the suspected cause.
NBA ALL-STA- R GAME THIS WEEKEND: The
NBA cast.of stars will strut its stuff mis Sunday in the
annual All-St- ar game in Oakland, Calif.
The East squad starters are forwards Vince Carter
Toronto Raptors) and Grant Hill (Detroit Pistons), cen-
ter Alonzo Mourning (Miami Heat) and guards Allen
Iverson (Philadelphia 76ers) and Eddie Jones (Charlotte
Hornets). ; ,
: The West team features starting guards Jason Kidd
(Phoenix Suns) and Kobe Bryant (Los Angeles Lakers),
forwards Kevin Garnett (Minnesota Timberwolves) and
Tim Duncan (San Antonio Spurs) and center ShaquiUe
O'Neal (Lakers).
TIGER SHOWS TEETH: Tiger Woods made head-
lines again this week as he overcame a seven stroke defi-
cit with seven holes to play at the Pebble Beach National
Pro-A- m. Woods' final round 64 was the lowest final round
score in course history. It marked the sixth straight tour-
nament victory for' Woods, tying Ben Hogan for the
second-longe- st streak ever, trailing only Byron
Nelson's 11.
S
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Tracksters set records at Case
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster indoor
track and field teams traveled to
Case Western Reserve University
on Friday evening to compete in a
non-scori- ng meet against John
Carroll University, Baldwin
Wallace University, Oberlin Col-
lege and Case Western Reserve
University.
For the Wooster men's team,
Shane Bartholomew '00 led the
way with a win in the shot put by
throwing 48'2", while classmate
Jody Price threw 46' 0" to place
third. Tim Sir Louis '00 pole
vaulted 13'6" to tie for first place,
while Scott Jones 03 placed first
by long jumping 20' 3".
On the track, Reggie Ray '00
earned a new school record of
23.31 when he won the 200-met- er
dash. This was the first time
Wooster ever had any athletes com-
pete in the 200 indoors.
The 800-met- er relay composed
of Nahum Kisner '02, Sir Louis,
Jones and Ray finished second in a
time of 1:35.67. Ray also won the
55-met- er dash with a solid time of
6.57, while Kisner earned forth in
IM sports make everyone an athlete
Creative team names highlight basketball brackets
Erica Barnhill
Managing Editor
The sounds of dribbling basket-
balls and squeaking shoes fill the
PEC this winter, but not in the fa-
miliar form of the Scot varsity
team.
Instead, the gym is filled
with teams bearing names
such as "Vanilla Fantastic"
and "Pork Is Not A Verb.'
These teams are part of the in-
tramural basketball league,
one of the most popular sports
offered by the intramural pro-
gram.
The IM basketball program,
which offers both men's and
women's leagues, is divided
into three levels A, B and
C by what IM Advisor Steve
Moore categorized as "level of skill
for the most part... and level of de-
sired competitiveness."
The A league is the most com-
petitive, and Moore noted that
many teams in this bracket have
players who are former intercolle
6.92. Michael Jourden '03 placed
fourth in the 55-met- er hurdles in
9.27 seconds.
In the 400-met- er dash, John
Kelly '02 and Ben Behm '03 ran
54.3 1 and 54.32 to earn fourth and
fifth place, respectively.
The men's distance team pro-
duced strong results in the
1500-met- er run where Nick
Chiorian '01, Evan McDaniel
'02 and Brendan Callahan '03
earned second, third and fifth
places in 4:16.08, 4:16.80 and
4:19.35, respectively. McDaniel
won the 800-met- er dash in
2:04.60 and Gabe Thompson
'03 earned fifth in 2:07.2. Bill
Huffman '02 won the 3000-met- er
run in 9:17.43.
On the women's side, Katie
Walker '01 finished third in the shot
put by throwing 33 '3". Justina
Williams '01 placed third in the
triple jump with a jump of 32'3",
while winning the long jump by
jumping 15' 1", where Liz Farina
'02 earned fourth place with a jump
of 14' 10".
On the track, Mia Rapier '00 set
a new school record in the 200-met- er
dash with a sprint of 28.18
seconds. This event was also new
giate basketball players. The B
league is the largest division, and
is also very competitive. Moore
said the B league has "a lot of very
competitive players, a lot of play-
ers from other sports."
Moore said IM sports are so
popular among the student
body because "it's good
physical exercise, ofcourse,
but it's another area to be
involved with their
friends. ..it's a good
release."
Moore noted that C league is "for
people who basically want to go out
there and have activity and have fun
and really aren't concerned about
the score."
But there is much more to IM
sports than just basketball. The
program offers a wide range of ath
to Wooster 's women's indoor track
competition. In addition, the 800-met- er
relay of Niccole Cook '00,
Leigh Hutchison '03, Michelle
Neary '01 and Rapier earned third
in 1:57.04. In the 55-met- er hurdles,
Lydia Kruse '02 and Hutchison
earned fourth and fifth in 9.74 and
9.77, respectively. In the 55-met- er
dash, Williams ran 8.01 to earn
fifth.
In the distance events, Sandy
Tecklenburg 01 received athlete of
the week awards for winning the
1500-met- er run in a great time of
4:58.29.
Also in the 1500, Lisa Minich '02
had a strong race with a time of
5:25.38. Dawn Hirth '02 earned
third in the 800-met- er dash in
2:36.77.
Wooster Head Coach Dennis
Rice was pleased with the weekend.
"We had some great efforts and re-
sults for this point in the season.
Each week we have seen progress
and we will continue to look faster
and stronger each of these follow-
ing weeks," he said.
The men's and women's indoor
track teams return to action next
Saturday, Feb. 12, when they travel
to Denison University.
letic activities throughout the aca-
demic year.
In the fall, students can partici-
pate in softball, soccer, flag foot-
ball, volleyball and tennis tourna-
ments. The late fall brings the floor
hockey league, which spans
the winter break the regu
lar season finishes up before
exams, and the tournaments
are held in January.
Following spring break,
IM offerings include another
softball league, ultimate
frisbee and a golf scramble.
Each league has a tourna-
ment at the end of the season
and rather than rings, the
winners get t-sh- irts.
Another popular activity
offered through the IM pro-
gram is student-le- d aerobics, which
runs year-roun- d.
Moore said IM sports are so
popular among the student body
because "it's good physical exer-
cise, of course, but it's another area
to be involved with their
friends... it's a good release."
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Women on new streak: 2 wins
Scots avenge Oberlin loss and defeat
Ann Raymond
Office Manager
Consistency and a complete team
effort led the Scots to victory over
Oberlin last Friday.
Wooster hosted the Yeowomen
in an NCAC matchup that had
"blowout" written all over it. Jan.
4, the last time these two teams
met, Oberlin obliterated the Scots
by the final score of 84-4- 5.
But that contest took place eons
ago in terms of Wooster women's
basketball. Since winter break,
the Scots have won five of their
last eight games.
In spite of shooting a decent 40
percent from the field in the first
20 minutes of action, Wooster
headed into halftime down 33-- 3 1 .
The Scots obviously found a way
to get fired up for the final period
of play as they quickly took the lead
after the break.
Wooster led the Yeowomen by
as many as eight points but could
not keep that comfortable cush-
ion forever. Oberlin courageously
clawed their way back into the
game and tied it at 72 apiece with
only a minute remaining in regu
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The Scots looked to their go-to-g- irl
for the win and Nara DeJesus
'03 did not disappoint her team-
mates. With 40 seconds left to play,
Stephanie Woodruff '02 fed
DeJesus the ball to break the 72-- 72
tie.
The Yeowomen could not con-
vert on their next possession and
were forced to foul Woodruff with
seven seconds to go. She made
good on the first of her free throws
and that was all Wooster would
need to win the game 75-- 72.
Woodruff led the team in scor-
ing with 20 points, followed by
Kerri Horst '02, who had a career-hig- h
18 points and DeJesus, who
registered her seventh straight
double-doub- le with 16 points and
17 rebounds.
Last night, the Scots trekked to
Meadville, Pa., to take on the Al-
legheny Gators. With their recent
win over Oberlin, Wooster confi-
dently positioned themselves for
another close conference
matchup.
Ranked fifth in the XCAC. the
Gators led the game for the first 10
r rtunes
stopped on the St. Lou's Rums" i-y- ard
line as time expire j. it market!
one of the greatest finish Jn the
history ot the hi? garoe a;:d sho'.iki
have provided va;er eoofer conver--
sation tor weeks.
However, s'rtce (i.e 3"-e- . ar.y
talk involving the NFI. li!:e'y
Happy Hour 5--9 p.m.
Dance Party 9-- 1 a.m.
Closed
Sports Night
WWF& WCW 8-1- 1 p.m.
After Hours Cafe 9-1- 2 a. m.
Allegheny
minutes. The Scots found their con-
fidence and countered with a 20--6
run and went into the half with a
33-- 22 lead.
The Gators used halftime to re-
group and burst out of the break
with a 21 4 run to take a five point
lead.
Once again, the Scots answered
Allegheny's challenge and rallied
to tie the game six different times.
Finally, Wooster went on a 7- -0
run to take the lead for good. The
Gators vainly attempted to chip
away at Wooster's edge but came
up short, falling to the Scots 75
68.
Horst topped the team's offen-
sive effort with 20 points, best-
ing her career mark of 1 8 from the
Oberlin game.
Woodruff also provided solid
scoring with 17 points. Joci Horn
'01 added 12 points to the
Wooster victory, which brought
the Scots' record to 7-- 14 overall
and 4--9 in the conference.
Saturday, the Scots will take
their two game winning streak to
Hiram for another conference
battle with the Ladv Terriers.
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w.i., found in the back seat ol a ':'':-ousi- ne
with some of his buddies,
who were believed to have commit-
ted the crimes.
Whether or not Lewis was in-
volved in the killings is uncertain,
though an eyewitness claimed he
was "punching, beating and stab-
bing" the two men. However, other
witnesses offer a conflicting story
in which Lewis is not implicated.
Then, on Tuesday, Kansas City
Chiefs linebacker Derrick Thomas
died from complications from his
paralysis stemming from a Jan. 23
car accident. Thomas was being
transferred from his wheelchair to
his bed at Jackson Memorial Hos-
pital in Miami when he made an
utterance to his mother and his eyes
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Kerri Horn '02 goes up for a shot.
Scot last night against Allegheny as
Htr effortjtelped the Scots improve to
conference mark of4-- V
e. i;ij an
:i.de svotin rtC-'- J .- -. s'.h -- .
liulialinv :. record seven ; ' '
game versus the Seahawks. i'
ma was not the plaver he iied t.
be. but at age 33. he still had good
years ahead of him. He was a great
player and a great man, and he will
be missed.
These two incidents cast a dark
shadow over the league, a sorrow
that not even the game may be able
to overcome. Add the death of Hall
of Fame running back Walter
Payton and the arrest of Carolina
Panthers' wide receiver Rae
Carruth for plotting the murder of
his girlfriend last fall, and the NFL
has suffered through one of its most
stressful years off the field.
It would have been sad for these
events to occur during any season.
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Horst had arguably her best game a s a
she poured in a career best 2(1 points
7-1- 4 on the year, including a
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i? in 1999.
The Washington Redskins and
Seattle Seahawks made the play --
offs, a feat neither ;eam accom-
plished in 1998. The Tampa Bay
Buccaneers defied all odds to
reach the NFC Championship
Game. It truly was a year in
which the old "on any given Sun-
day" adage rang true.
And while play on the field
should never become more impor-
tant than life and death, it is a shame
that the 1999 NFL season will be
remembered, at least in the short
term, for so many misfortunes off
the field.
TT TThe Wooster
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Stots survive, clinch
Chris Powers
i Sports Editor
Home court advantage served the
Scots well this week as they with- -
.
stood two tough tests to remain un-
defeated. Saturday, Wooster hosted
a team with art oxymoronic nick-
name, the Wabash Little
Giants. (Are they little or
are they giants? I want an-
swers.) mMaybe the Scots
were perplexed by this as
well as they struggled to
find a rhvthm in the first
half.
Behind the outstanding
shooting of senior Josh Estelle, who
connected on six of nine three-poi- nt
attempts en route to 24 first half
points, Wabash controlled most of
the opening stanza. The Scots were
able to claw back to within three
photo by Amelia Kays
Bryan Nelson '03, being his typical active self around the basket last Saturday
versus Wabash. Nelson continued his solid first campaign with 17 points and
16 rebounds in the Scots' victory. Nelson andfellow first years Ryan Snyder
and Matt Smith have been major contributors to the squad this season.
Men s Basketball .
Sat Ohio Wesleyan 3 p.m. (A)
Wed. Denison 7:30p.m. (H)
just seconds before the break, but
the Little Giants were still able to
enter intermission with the momen-
tum. With three seconds to go, they
inbounded the ball to halfcourt to
guard Antoine Carpenter, who
banked in a three while falling out
Wabash
Little Giants
15-6(10-
-3 NCAC)
Wooster
ighting
1 9-- 2 ( 1 3-ON- CAC )
of bounds for his only points of the
half. His miracle shot gave Wabash
a six point edge at 42-3- 6.
The Scots were able to hang
around thanks to the spirited inside
play of John Ellenwood '00 and
' ' ": :
GO
tie for conference championship
Bryan Nelson '03. Ellenwood
poured in 10 points while Nelson
battled for five rebounds.
Wooster quickly erased their
deficit with a 7-- 0 run to open the
second half, taking a 43-4- 2 lead.
From there, it was a relatively close
affair throughout, with both
75 teams hitting clutch shots.Estelle continued to torch the
nets from the perimeter to
keep the Little Giants in it.81 Eventually, the Scots started
to make some long jumpers
of their own, taking some of
the pressure off Ellenwood
and Nelson.
With virtually no other offensive
options, Wabash looked to Estelle
almost exclusively. This burden,
along with the heckles of a raucous
Wooster crowd, appeared to wear
on him, as he missed his final five
shots. Wooster was able to take
advantage of the rare drought from
Estelle to gradually pull away. The
Scots were able ice the game at the
line to claim an 81-7- 5 win.
Ellenwood finished with 20
points, and Nelson added 17 points
and 16 rebounds. Ryan Snyder '03
hit two crucial treys down the
stretch and finished with 12 points.
Estelle finished with 40 points on
9-- 17 shooting from beyond the arc,
but no other Wabash player reached
double figures.
After this nail biter, Head Coach
Steve Moore was nervous about a
letdown last night versus the Al-
legheny Gators. "Even though we
talked about it, and the players un-
derstand, its human nature to have
a letdown after a game like that,"
Moore said.
However, the Scots overcame
their flat start to extend their home
and conference winning streak to
28 last night versus the Allegheny
Gators. What began as a closely
contested game turned into a rout
in the second half and the Scots
won 82-6- 5.
The Scots were able to win de-
spite one of their poorest outside
shooting nights of the year. They
managed to hit just six of 30 shots
from long range. Luckily, Nelson
was a force inside as usual. He fin- -
Women s Basketball
Sat. Hiram 5 p.m. (A)
Wed. Kenyan 7:30p.m. (H)
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photo by Amelia Kays '
7oii Ellenwood '00 attempts a hook shot in the lane aginst Wabash.
Ellenwood had a stellar game, recording 20 points and leading the Scots to an
81-7- 5 victory over the Little Giants.
ished with 15 points and 13 re-
bounds, six on the offensive glass.
Moore said the outside shooting
was a concern which he addressed
at halftime. "We felt some of our
shooters were hurrying, and there
were not real clear passes to our
shooters," Moore said.
He also praised Nelson. "Bryan
is such a great rebounder. Position
is the key and he gets great posi-
tion," he added.
Despite Nelson's solid outing,
top scoring honors went to
Steve Thompson '01 with 17.
SCOTS!
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Other key contributors were
Brian Carlisle '02, who had 15
points and three blocked shots,
and Antwyan Reynolds 02,
who chipped in 10 points and
dished out six assists.
The Wabash victory moved the
Scots up to No. 4 in the
d3hoops.com national basketball
poll.
Wooster will look to uphold this
lofty rating and put their 28-ga- me
conference winning streak on the
line Saturday when they travel to
Ohio Wesleyan.
Swimming and Diving
Feb. 9-1- 2 NCAC Champs. (A) ,
Indoor Track and Field
Sat. Denison 10 a.m. (A)
